Tools & Supplies Needed
- Band Saw or Coping Saw
- Electric hand drill or press
- 3/8” Drill Bit for weight holes
- #44 Drill Bit for axle holes
- Sharp Pointed Object (punch)
- 3/8” Tungsten Cylinders or...
- 3/8” Lead wire for weight
- Body Putty / Wood Filler
- Safety Glasses
- Hearing Protection
- Scissors
- Markers
- Sandpaper
- Paint, Accessories and Decals

Extende Axle Holes/Slots - Blue
Standard BSA Axle Holes/Slots - Red
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3/8” Tungsten Cylinders CLICK HERE --- Drill Bits CLICK HERE --- Graphite Lube CLICK HERE --- Testors One-Coat Spray Paint CLICK HERE